Graduate Research Series @ Alden

The Graduate Student Senate, in partnership with Alden Library, hosts a yearly series of presentations about the research process. Ohio University graduate students are invited to submit presentation proposals about their own research process, or form a panel discussion around current graduate research and scholarly issues. Accepted proposals will allow graduate students to share their research experience with the university community, thus providing an opportunity to gain valuable presentation experience in an on-campus public forum.

Applications are solicited in spring and fall of each year. Proposals are reviewed and presenter(s) chosen by a review panel consisting of representatives from Alden Library, the Graduate Student Senate, and Faculty Senate.

Completed applications will consist of this form and a 500 word statement as described below.

Name __________________________ Date ______________________________

Department / School _______________ Graduate Level _______________

College ____________________________________________________________

Contact Email ______________________________________________________

Proposed Title for Presentation or Panel ______________________________________________________________________________

Submit a brief summary of no more than 500 words describing your proposed presentation or panel on the research process. Please focus on the process of research rather than the outcomes or findings. For highest consideration, presentations should address the interrelationship between libraries, archives, historical or cultural institutions and research.

Only complete applications will be accepted, and must contain the following elements:

- five typewritten copies of application form with contact information
- five typewritten copies of proposal description of no more than 500 words
- staple each application form / proposal description together
- place all materials, unfolded, in one envelope

Completed applications must be submitted to the Graduate Student Senate Office in 302 Baker Center by 5 PM on Thursday, February 6, 2014. **No electronic submissions will be accepted.**